
 

 

DATA CLEANSING FOR ADTECH GLOBAL IMPROVES EMAIL TARGETING 
 

CHALLENGE 
 
Adtech Global had purchased a marketing automation system to deploy email, but data in CRM system was in poor 
shape and did not provide the “fuel” needed to power the marketing automation platform.  There was no one person at 
the company responsible for data hygiene and data from four different systems had been dumped into the CRM system 
with little thought on how to structure it. Salespeople were assigned to opportunities, but no accounts had been 
assigned so sales was not being held accountable for managing account and contact data in the CRM system.  Research 
showed that 90% of records were incomplete and not properly attributed to a line of business or a salesperson.  
Information on products purchased by clients was not integrated into the CRM system so there was no ability to 
segment data based on customer purchase history. Company was blasting out generic emails to clients and seeing 
minimal results due to poor segmentation. There was some conflict between direct sales, channel sales and marketing 
as channels sales team did not want their accounts targeted for direct sales efforts.  Also, sales people would often 
complain that their customers would receive improper email messaging because their account was not tagged for the 
appropriate line of business in CRM system. 

 

ACTIONS 
 

 Developed plan for data cleaning using tribal knowledge from tenured sales team members and outside data 
resources as the primary sources. 

 Established guidelines for what constituted a complete record using 15 different fields that were important for 
marketing automation, line of business, account and territory assignments for new sales teams. 

 Scheduled a series of meetings with key members of sales team to determine which accounts could be deleted from 
database or combined with other accounts to eliminate duplicates. 

 Worked with Zoominfo to append data to existing contacts and increase the number of “complete” records for 
marketing automation purposes and provide new contacts. 

 Assigned all accounts to a line of business and a salesperson. 

 Developed fields to tag records using personas established as part of brand research and persona project. 
 

RESULTS 
 

 Reduced database size by 40% and saved company $7,000 annually with marketing automation vendor due to 
decreased database size. 

 Improved the company’s ability to segment and target email campaigns by line of business. 

 Reduced conflicts between sales teams for each line of business and channel sales team by clearly defining account 
ownership while ensuring that customers received appropriate communications. 

 


